Don’t Reinvent—Redesign
Existing training curriculums are sunk
costs. Don’t let your ideas sink too.
Reinventing causes loss of the old
investment. Redesigning brings
the new to the old!

Performance Driven By Learning
Curriculums are created and live on, but at times they need to be updated to address
learning gaps, new business needs, and outdated or redundant content.

Is your curriculum taking too much time or becoming too expensive to deliver?
Fix it with Indecomm Learning’s Engagement Framework—A four-step engagement model
that uses a building block approach to help you redesign your curriculum.

Improve retention & on-the-job performance
Reduce time spent in classrooms
Shorten time-to-market & time-to-competency
Lower total cost of training delivery

Contact: bdsupport@indecomm.net for a free workshop
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Indecomm Learning’s
Engagement Framework
provides:
• A
 nalysis of existing curriculum and
related key findings
• H
 igh-level solution that defines
training strategy, instructional
design approach, and deployment
and maintenance options
• R
 oadmap for implementation of
the proposed solution
• C
 ost estimates for the proposed
solution, including cost of design,
development, and deployment
• K
 ey success factors for the
effective implementation of the
proposed solution

Your P & L benefits from:
•
•

Reduced training delivery costs
Greater operational efficiencies

•
•

Better performance impact
Shortened time to competence

About Indecomm Learning
For over a decade, Indecomm Learning has partnered with businesses and governments across the globe to provide
effective learning solutions. We identify the best solution for our clients through consultative engagement and have a
track record of over 30,000 hours of learning content design, development, and deployment. Through our solutions, we
strive to enhance the performance of an individual and the organization. Our work has been widely recognized by the
2013 Asian Quality Leadership Award and two Brandon Hall Excellence Awards, as well as by TrainingIndustry.com.

Awards

Brandon Hall of
Excellence:
Bronze, Best Advance
in Content Authoring
Technology

Brandon Hall of
Excellence:
Silver for Best Use of
Video for Learning
category

Asian Quality
Leadership Award
in the Best in Class
Technologies category

Featured in Top 20
Authoring Tools
Companies List Selected
for WoW! Author and
RapideL

Featured in 2013
Watchlist for top
Learning Portal
companies

Featured in 2013
Watchlist for Top IT
Training Companies
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